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I AM A GRAVE ROBBER AND I SELL THE DEAD
MR MELES WAS ALLEGED TO HAVE SAID TO BEN (ETHIOPIAFIRST.COM): I AM A SAD
PATHOLOGICAL AND HABITUAL LIAR, TRIBAL GRAVE-DIGGER, A VERY SHAMELESS
ROBBER, AN ADULT AND ALSO CHILD KILLER AND I SELL ALL GOLD-MINES, LANDS
AND THE DEAD TO ALL BUYERS IN ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND THE WEST, WHILE THEY
ALL NEEDED MORE FOOD & ESPECIALLY HUMAN BODY PARTS IN THEIR HOSPITALS
TPLF is the True Home of Prime Evil…T-Traitors P-Psychopaths L-Liars F-Fascists = Evil
By: Dr G Bekele - 3 December 2009
Meles Zenawi is cruel, immoral and insane who also is an evil trapped in a man’s body.. But when
Meles was born in 1991, there was a great joy in the western world especially in Britain, the United
States and the Middle East because they knew he would be a good con-merchant and a traitor to do
business with, and to help them slaughter Ethiopians and destroy Ethiopia.. No wonder too, that those
countries kept too silent for 19 years while showering him with undeserved praises, financial and military
equipment assistances. Therefore, if I call this little sob pure evil, I am not at all doing him injustice. Yes,
Meles Zenawi really is an evil, in a hole of his-own TPLF construction. He dug himself a bigger hole by
desecrating our flag, belittling our unparalleled history, stealing the election and moreover too, taking
over-large risks to favor Eritrea and in the process destroy Ethiopia for the past 19 years to name few.
Ethiopia is a nation held at gunpoint by evil forces as I repeatedly said in my previous articles but still
dying to live under all difficult circumstances. Therefore, I say to my fellow Ethiopians and friends of
Ethiopia, welcome to this awesome website for the definition of the gravediggers and dead body
merchants of Ethiopia. The late Samuel Butler once said, “Evil is like water, it abounds, is cheap, soon
fouls, but runs itself clear of taint”. So, what is the general definition of evil then? Whoever leases and
sells own fertile lands to total strangers while its people are starving to death is evil. Those greedy,
reckless, merciless, ruthless brainless thugs who desecrated an Ethiopian flag, made Ethiopia landlocked, looted the entire wealth of the country to starve the nation, imprisoned the vast population of the
citizens to instill fear and hang onto power, terrorized and divided the nation who once lived with
harmony for centuries, beaten and murdered opponents including elders and innocent children,
auctioned part of our sovereign territories are thugs, crooks, conmen, dictators, traitors and dark forced
of evil. Evil is not some biblical hocus pocus nonsense person. Evil is a hardened malicious tyrant who
is ethically bankrupt with no sense of decency at all. Evil is a heinous oppressor who through fear and
division causes ruin, injury and pain, in order to secure his or her social, economic and political
dominance. Evil is the infamous source of suffering, misfortune and destruction of the public’s lives and
properties. Evil is not from out of space but here in our midst. Evil is not made in the nonexistent hell or
heaven. Evil is made on Earth and in our present cases, and mainly Adwa in Tigrai, and some other
regions where the likes of cruel Aite Sebhat, Bereket, Addisu and Seyoum are sadly born to harm us all.
Thomas A. Edison once said of such men, “What is objectionable, what is dangerous, about extremists
is not that they are extreme, but that they are intolerant”. And all those who joined them like EDP, now
AEUP, OPDO, ANDM and bloody SEPDF are all called demons in my book. Therefore, there can be no
compromise when confronting evil. This is precisely the good reason why from ancient times, the fight
between good and evil has always been characterized as battle between the forces of “Light” and the
forces of “Darkness”. Evil thrives in secrecy and darkness like the TPLF/EPRDF cadres. Confidentiality is
what saves criminal evildoers from facing the public and the good rule of law. There is only one effective
approach to confront and eradicate Evil that is by shining a big spotlight on them and their action,
revealing their true evil characters. Evil obviously is a personality and character we are all very familiar
with. Yes, evil is not some biblical hocus pocus mythical figure. But most of what Meles & Co; are doing.
All the humankind is just like soft clay at birth, easily shaped into many forms with a variety of good or
bad characteristics. Hence the oppressed Ethiopian people and who call ourselves the voices of the
voiceless in our country Ethiopia must really begin thinking and implementing preventive measures
along with procedures to eradicate evil from our country. As Martin Luther King once said too, “When
evil men plot, good men must plan”. And when evil men burn and bomb, good men must build and bind.
When evil men shout ugly words of hatred, good men must commit themselves to the glories of love.
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Therefore, the biggest building blocks of Evil in any given society are: racial, religious prejudices,
ignorance, greed, hate, lies, malicious gossip, bigotry, cruelty, elitism, individualism, poverty, lack of
unambiguous public education, conducive of social and economic conditions, in which the value of
humankind is replaced with commercial profits, where the public is constantly bombarded with divisive
messages of fear, hate and violence, ranging from violent sports to fearful violent news and fearful,
hateful violent entertainment. To recognize if any given society has been infested and taken over by
such evil is not that difficult, just look around what is now taking place in mother Ethiopia alone where
80 million people suffer. Preventing and eradicating evil is actually very easy if we are united. Hence it
all begins my fellow Ethiopian brothers and sisters, with a simple self-examination, followed by selfcorrection and ultimately self-realization. To also become a self-realized person, one needs to take an
inventory of his or her past life’s experiences, lessons learned and the thoughts of what lies ahead. One
must think about them at least once a day. Each time when one is ready to think and write some more,
before adding another chapter one should read what has been already recorded. “The evil that men
(Woyanes) do lives after them. The good is oft interred with their bones” said William Shakespeare? But
two of Meles’s dozens of mottos are, “Let them (He Means Ethiopians) hate me, so long as they fear
me”. And his second motto is “A single death may be is a tragedy, a million deaths are statistics”. His
third motto is, “Sishom Yalbela, Sishar Yiqochewal”. But it was totally different with our previous patriotic
Ethiopian leaders and as an example too, Atse Menelik once said, “Ye-Ethiopian Hiliwuna Yasdefere,
Wusha Yiwuled while the brave Atse Tewodros remarked saying, “Letelatoch Ejen Kemset, Erasen
Megdel Merchalehu”. Most of you know the poem about brave Tewodros too, “Marekn Endayilu Sew
Yelem Bejachew, Gedeln Endayilum, Motew Agegnuwachew”. Unfortunately, nowadays, most men
have no balls but only mouths and trousers. “Yiwoledna Enkef Enkefu, Gan Yishekemal Kenedifdifu”.
Having said that and coming back to Meles the evil too, no wonder that he blatantly and cruelly refused
to apologize for the 2005 cruel massacres in Ethiopia. Those made it look that Woyanes are not to be
Ethiopians at all but evil creatures hired by foreign countries to poison and slaughter our nation. Such
hate, cruelty and badness against own nation are only a very spoiled goodness. As the wise men say
too, “Mankind isn’t evil, just uninformed” like those dictators. But there are those who cast aside all
restraints like Meles Zenawi and are willingly act as pure evil. There are those who live perpetually
restrained and become self-righteous too. There are those who are aware of the evil in their hearts,
words, and acts, yet are able to love themselves and others like the rest of us. Funny isn’t it? The above
practice will help the person to achieve lasting peace and harmony within her or himself and in one’s
short or long life. One will begin to gradually and wholeheartedly develop a very strong harmonious
sense of awareness and will comprehend completely and correctly one’s distinctive divine moral fiber.
The harmonious sense of awareness will connect one to the source of power and energy responsible
for universal life and its continuation. Hence as C.S. Lewis once said, Meles & Co, “It is extreme evil to
depart from the company of the living before you die”. Self-realized individuals who have discovered
and realized their harmonious sense of awareness and peace are those open-minded and optimists.
They would gladly make themselves always available to help achieve the triumph of good over evil.
But a very self-realized persons like the bearers named above would never be pessimistic about
achieving what needs to be done in the world around them and in their lives. Self-realized people will be
following their profound sense of conviction that, evil deeds will only triumph when good people do
nothing to stop it. Remember, reform always begins with one-self too? And a good friend who points out
mistakes and imperfections and rebukes evil is to be respected as if he reveals a secret of hidden
treasure like some of us did to date. Robert F. Kennedy once remarked that, “The evil is not what they
say about their cause, but what they say about their opponents”. Hence there will one day spring from
the brain of science a machine or force so fearful in its potentialities, so absolutely terrifying, that even
Meles the little evil man, his brainwashed and hoddam cronies and all stupid cadres, who will dare
torture and death in order to inflict torture and death, will be appalled, and so abandon war forever.
There are so many ways they can infiltrate - trouble is this society is so scared of its own PC shadow
that no one does anything about anything. My only regret is that Meles, his cronies and especially his
cadres are not only allowed to continue breathing on our Ethiopians forums and websites but also are
allowed to make their false propagandas. I have no idea why we entertain them when they insult us all.
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The west is appeasing the Weyanes’ evil deeds too, all because they have surrendered Ethiopia’s
sovereignty to our neighbors and our foreign enemies. The gullible Ethiopians might think they have a
country called Ethiopia but the reality speaks different. It is a country that belongs to 1000s of NGOs and
foreign forces who are running the country the way they like it. And of course, the few evildoers, that
controlled the country’s affairs. All the country’s wealth is in those few evil hands that are family
members of the Mafia type thugs. The Woyanes have no work other than celebrating food donation as if
it is their good year harvest while telling us the double growth of Ethiopian economy, and can any one
believe it too, when their so-called economists trained in I guess, Eritrea or Albania, predicted saying
that Ethiopia would be one of the five countries who would be crowned as efficient and self-sufficient
country economically in few years time? Bere Wolde Malet Yemayselechachew Gudoch? I don't know
how much insult and shame the Ethiopian people can take anymore but this is what is happening in our
beloved country. War is the only means of retaliation that terrorists understand. Sure, there is a lot of
blood spilled and many of it is innocents but there will be a hell of a lot more blood spilled if we sit back
like idiots and let them move in on us again after the 2010 election when they would be defeated again.
As for the opposition again some of who are a bunch of misogynistic losers, how many political parties
can dance on the head of a pin? The answer, it seems, is one. In Ethiopia, some opposition parties are
beginning to discover that there simply isn’t room for both of them and their rivals on the narrow political
platforms they have chosen to contest. Without enough space to shift their feet, they are being pushed
over closer to the edge of oblivion by fighting one another all the time. Sad! The recent UDJP members’
childish behaviors were a game for a laugh for Ethiopian enemies around Menelik Palace. Their failure
to extend their own political options further permits Meles to walk over them. The tragedy of Ethiopian
political opposing parties that they were and are still too blinkered to see these dangers. As a result of
their weaknesses, we are all got hemmed-up in by a tin pot dictator and a traitor for over eleven years.
And if the opposition remained the same in 2009 too, he will finish us off in his next rule that now looked
certain unless the major opposition parties solve their internal problems. As a political scientist too, my
education and experiences in politics and others made me feel like the judge who was sent to India in
the days of the Raj. “I am discovering a lot about India,” he wrote to a close friend after spending a year
there. After ten years, he wrote, “I find there is a lot to learn about India.” Finally, “I have reached the
conclusion” he wrote at the end of his professional life there, “that I know nothing at all about India.”
That is politics, which is why education and experience really counts and that is why those who rule us
are incompetent. Therefore, all decent, educated and experienced politicians must join political parties
of their choice and work hard to rekindle faith in politics and no matter how alienated people may feel
from the major parties. I also urge every leader to keep the bad and the ugly ones out and seek advices
from us. Having said that, I noticed fewer people have the qualities to rise to the top in Ethiopian politics.
Many politicians in our country do not have the qualities required to get to the top of politics and lead a
multi-cultural society like Ethiopia. I don’t think a lot of people would like to have them too. I don’t want
to sound arrogant about this at all, but there are not many people in politics that I have met and I have
thought I couldn’t do that. Now, please look what the eight or more major parties recently formed as
Medrek have been openly saying and doing against themselves? Would any one believe these people
as genuine and experienced leaders who are able to topple Meles, unite and lead us in future? The new
grassroots politics need more democracy not more political strongmen. The recent disagreements was
like watching a dozen or two grumpy old men in a nursing home having a pillow fight from their
wheelchairs. But I have respect for some of them who are politically active regardless of their age,
experiences and knowledge. But there is an element of desperation with some weak and religious like
political parties that became frustrated and selfish. The new desperate and frustrated Meles is a man
who can easily bend any law or party regulations and make any alliance with these Mickey Mouse and
so-called opposition parties to stay in power. There is rumor too that some opposition parties like EDP
and who knows too AEUP are eager and pressured into joining EPRDF to turn down the heat. Senior
intelligence officers and cadres are alleged to have been involved in vetting and supporting opportunist
candidates too for these parties to polish their images. While some of them are already working with the
regime, it will be easier for them to share the power and leave EDP out than competing in the coming election
to loose it all. Hence this leaves us to choose one genuine and strong party, Medrek. Therefore, we must keep an
eye on these devious political parties who are pretending and betraying the nation like their predecessors and
flirting with our enemies in power. Ene Jillu Hailu or Sheweden Hailu and Lidetu Kihdetu are shameless traitors.
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Some of these oppositions are not men committed to democracy hence have no ethics and shame in
them. They have neither manifesto, nor actions to do with democracy and nothing to do with a change
after this regime collapses. That was the kind of ignorance and total blindness that has put us all in
grave dangers for the past thirty-six years during the Derg and now EPRDF. These parties only want to
secure power for themselves without having the nation at heart. You don’t see them doing good things
for the country nor mobilizing the public to fight the enemy which leaves Medrek as the only opposition
we are left with. We must also watch devious individual’s behaviors and so-called anti-government
websites too who work for individuals? All what other oppositions do is ridicule opponents; spread
malicious gossips and false propagandas against strong parties and accomplished individuals. Is that
really, what we expect from opposition parties? Their jobs and responsibilities as Ethiopians are to stop
talking gibberish year after year and promising miracles but to do good things for our cause fast to help
the suffering citizens and save their country. Stop talking about unity too but show genuine efforts and
take action. How many places the Amaras Oromos, Debub Hizboch etc have to split into? Just like
Meles wanted them to be? Ridiculous! The Amhara people have always claimed to be one of the
backbones of Ethiopian unity and history. They have fought TPLF, OPDO and OLF relentlessly for years
saying these are enemies of the Ethiopian unity. But where is their unity to save Ethiopia then? I am lost
for words really? The people of Ethiopia are united but party leaders are not. Shame! These people are
all hypocrites, selfish and are driven by lust for wealth and power. They have no bottle for battle. Their
political greed & stance in general leave me ashamed to be an Ethiopian. I am fed up campaigning too?
I also fear that there are some opposition party leaders who have become more interested in who is up,
who is down in their parties rather than whether their party or another is ready and able to govern the
country. They all want to return the country to some sort of normalcy so that they and their close friends
and relatives can have a slice of the big bread in high places, and in the end rob the country to secure
their luxurious retirement somewhere in the west. That is all they want hence we must make sure this
time that these hoddam hyenas don’t get to the power through the front nor the back doors. In such a
moment, good oppositions have the chance to show that it recognizes the national interest and will
promise to do what it can to serve it. If they do, the EPRDF regime may find it that they need not only
fully loaded guns but also miracles to survive after 2010. All opposition leaders in exile and at home
must stop accusing each other and agree on joint-manifestos to hammer a common political platform for
Ethiopia’s future. Their unification and appeals to working together must go far and beyond publishing
sarcastic press releases. It is a crucial chance to iron out their differences, with a victory in prospect.
That may, I hope, will show of unity that will exert more pressure on Meles Zenawi to resign. They must
stop whispering and agree on a vision of a future Ethiopia and establish a Council to follow through their
decisions. Their future meetings should also consider a draft document like “the transition to democracy
in Ethiopia”, drawn by the Major Coalition, intellectuals and other prominent independent figures. A joint
communiqué is expected to endorse a democratic future. Will they compromise & sacrifice for Ethiopia?
My fellow Ethiopians, I always write too much and too often because our country is extremely badly run
at the moment because of problems at the heart of EPRDF and their total incompetence. We are all
crying and our martyr’s bloods are crying too. The country is aching for a strong opposition to point out,
and Medrek has made a good start under difficult circumstances and clearly stood out ahead among
others like EDP & AEUP. Their recent success reaffirmed the party’s clear purpose to make a fairer
country than it has been in the past three decades. The nettle of their leadership has been tested in
these hard times and proved to be superior to other opposition parties. In a fog of bad news, greater
clarity of purpose still, will be needed from them in future. The opposition’s challenge is now to find a
graceful way out of a hole of their own-making and save Ethiopia. “Patriots, something is really rotten in
Ethiopia: but hurry, buy one and get one free: Meles said, I am an experienced grave digger; robber and
murderer who sells dead bodies to quench my thirst of hate for Ethiopia and prove my insanity. (Sale
ends at the end of May 2010). Hence here is a real chance for Medrek to save Ethiopia from such cheap
sale, the wrath from gravediggers, con-merchants, habitual and pathological TPLF liars, petty robbers,
ruthless and merciless murderers and moreover too, letting them selling our dead bodies as well. More
to the point, here is a great and last chance for all of Ethiopia to banish delusion, to vanquish the fear on
which Meles Zenawi and his cronies and cadres or modern-day bandas and bastards fully thrives, and
link those God-given Ethiopian arms and brains to demand for his resignation and a new beginning.
What we need therefore is Bravery, Clarity, Resolve And Unity! Good Luck, Success and God Bless!!
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FOR DEMOCRATS & PATRIOTS, I SAY, KNOW THAT THERE IS NO VICTORY WITHOUT UNITY!
♦
FOR CADRES, I SAY, I AM NOT APOLOGIZING FOR MAKING YOU BLEED & SWEAT IN WINTER!
♦

LONG LIVE MOTHER ETHIOPIA!
♦

The Author, Dr G Bekele is…
the publisher of many educational articles, controversial and strong critiques for many years.
♦
He is a Chartered Accountant, an Administrator and a Political Scientist.
Above all, he is a Long Standing and Strong Opponent of Tyranny and Oppression against his
Fellow Ethiopians and Mother Ethiopia. Hence His Patriotic Words or Words of Mass Destruction
are Mightier than The Sword to Ethiopian Enemies. Watch out TPLF, EDP and AEUP cadres?
♦
Genuine and constructive comments from readers are very much appreciated at:
teferi_7@hotmail.com

